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Boardman Invitational Saturday, September 16, 2017  Boardman HS, Youngstown

Girls  Place 21 (47) 
NAME  PLACE TIME VARSITY POINTS 
Anna Sorine      43 21:13   8(42) 

Hailey Vitolo      58 21:34   7(38) 

Juilia DiBease    118 22:47 6(24) 

Alicia Rodriguez    168 23:40 5(15) 

Anna Iacofano    175 23:45 4(13) 

Alex Gessic    180 23:52 3(11) 

Elena Ciolli    193 24:04 2(10) 

Ava Strahan    209 24:12 0(7) 

Open ----------  
Camille Homolya       23 24:53 0 

Julia Bystrom      84 27:18 0 

Robyn McLain     102 28:31 0 

Melissa Leiden      --- 0 

Meaghan Miadzielec  --- 0 

Anna Cornwell      --- 0 

Audrey Johnston   --- 0 

Boys   Place 15 (52) 
Patrick Hurley       63   17:59 8(27) 

Tyler Johnson 69 18:05   7(41) 

Tyler Morgan    110   18:41  6(31) 

Tommy Musilek 129 18:58  5(15) 

Kyle Morgan    132   18:59 4(14) 

Hunter Sprankle      189 19:32  3(10) 

Caleb Mehls    216   20:00 2(10) 

Alex Garrido    232   20:04 0(10) 

Open ----------  
Joe Wills   43 20:36 PR  0 

Justin Korth      50 20:44   0(1) 

Jacob Roberts   53 20:50  0(1) 

Connor Hull   90 21:41   0 

Joey Romeo 188 23:53   0 

Mason Vereshack-Price 194 24:02   0 

Jimmy Thomas 205 24:18   0 

Gavin LaBoe 206 24:22  0 

Jason Culliton 230 25:21   0 

Dial it Back Up    After dropping the mileage last week to give everyone a well-deserved rest, we will turn the 

volume back up in order to continue our preparation for the upcoming postseason. We only have three regular 



season meets remaining (can you believe it?), so be ready to turn up the intense-o-meter on our training on Mondays 

and Wednesdays as well as dial up our best base training runs of the campaign in our quest for a long post-season 

run (bad running pun, which rhymes with run, I’m done). 

Stronger    Our next stop is the Strongsville Invitational. This meet typically has a very strong field, which will 

provide us with an opportunity to test our mettle against some quality teams from Northeast Ohio. This course has 

yielded some fast times in the past, as it is a relatively flat course. Be sure to focus on determining the shortest 

course while you’re walking the course before your race. Pay particular attention to the turns (wide and sharp), the 

one small hill (take advantage of it), and the entrance into the stadium for the finish. It’s rather narrow, so make sure 

to fight for your space as your battling other racers in the final 150 meters. Be even stronger mentally than you have 

been all season, and trust your training and preparation. Keep the packs tight and use the comfort of competing with 

your teammates to guide you through to your best performance to date. Challenge yourself! 

In Their Memory    This Thursday, the Moving Wall, which recognizes those Americans that gave their lives 

to fight for our Democratic beliefs and freedoms, will be on display at our school. As you train this week and 

compete this weekend, reflect on those people that sacrificed everything for us as they fought in the Vietnam War as 

well as other wars that Americans were a part of. Reflect on their battles and use the strength of their memories to 

inspire you to be willing to bring out your very best in your battle on the course this weekend.  

Harrier of the Week  For week two, let’s recognize JUILIA DiBEASE and JOE WILLS for their 

performances this week. Guilia turned in a solid performance at Boardman, demonstrating a grit and determination 

not seen since last spring on the track. She laddered up throughout the race, passing runners in the last two miles and 

narrowing the gap between her and our top two runners. Joe established a season best time on Saturday. Joe, like 

Juilia, had a very determined expression on his face as he gained momentum as his race continued. It was great to 

witness Joe turn it up a notch in the final 50, passing several runners in his drive through the finish line (Joe did out 

lean another runner at the line). I can still hear him saying with a hint of satisfaction in his voice, “I did it”, after he 

completed the race. Congratulations to Juilia and Joe. 

You’ve Got To Want It 


